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Among the many, great works of American literature, it is indisputably The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
that most widely and firmly secures its place within the
American canon. Fathers buy the adventure novel for their
sons, schoolteachers read it to their students, undergraduates write term papers about it, and adults continually return to it, if only for the nostalgia of their youth. Since its
naissance, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn has enjoyed
the inimitable praise of scholars, critics, and casual readers
alike. The preeminent literary scholar Harold Bloom has
even noted that Huck Finn contains "the most beautiful
prose paragraph[s] yet written by any American" (Bloom
4). The story of Huck and Jim's quest for freedom amid the
turbulent pre-Civil War South speaks to the essential
themes and intrinsic motifs of the American Metanarrative.
Huck, the great American hero, escapes the confines of
civilization, takes to the river, and strikes out on an epic
journey to preserve the American spirit of individualism,
the desire for freedom, and the triumphant power of man to
overcome even the most trying of obstacles. And yet, for
the astute reader, a number of problems appear within this
"greatest of children's books" (Harper & Brother's 8),
namely the anticlimactic and entirely unsatisfactory d6nouement, that seem to challenge the very meaning of
Mark Twain's ever-cherished novel.
In reality, Mark Twain-or more accurately Samuel
Clemens-provides his reader with an onslaught of clues to
indicate that his great adventure story and his epic hero are
not at all what they appear to be. From the themes and
false-symbols that permeate the novel, to the final, problematic conclusion, Clemens seems to be constantly hinting
at a far more perverse, challenging reading of Huck Finn
than his audience has permitted. While Samuel Clemens, in
the tradition of many great l gth century writers, tells a story
that sheds a not-so-flattering light on the American people,
Mark Twain, with the help of his adoring readers and a
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myriad of foolish critics, has cast a shadow on that illumined anti-moral. It seems that in the case of The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, we have allowed the American
Myth to pervade and distort yet another illustrious work of
literature. And yet, one must inquire, how has this fantastic
misreading so unflinchingly endured more than a century's
criticism? Perhaps it was the questionable words of our esteemed, and equally canonized American author, Ernest
Hemingway, which closed the book, so to speak, on Huck
Finn:
All modern American literature comes from one
book by Mark Twain called Huckleberry Finn. If
you read it you must stop where the Nigger Jim is
stolen from the boys. That is the real end. The rest
is just cheating. But it's the best book we've had. All
American writing comes from that. There was nothing before. There has been nothing as good since.
(Hemingway 23)
Hemingway may be right about one thin g: The Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn may well be "the best book we've
had." But it certainly does not receive that merit for the reasons that Hemingway thought it ought to. In The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Samuel Clemens has woven a
tale from which the decidedly difficult moral has continually eluded the American public; by way of the illusory nafure of the work as a whole, from Clemens' charismatic
alter ogo, to the symbols and motifs that pervade the novel,
to the final, unequivocally misunderstood conclusion,
Clemens continues to enjoy a sardonic laugh at our naivet6:
finaIly, the joke is on us.
**{<

The image of Mark Twain, the white-suited humorist, is equally as resilient a point of cultural reference in
American society as the stories he told of mischievous
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young boys. As Hemingway noted, and as many great
scholars would agree, all of our modern American literafure
comes from his Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. Yet, it
seems to be the creation of the implied author of Huck
Finn, Mark Twain himself, which represents the greatest
fictional achievement. Arguably the flrst American literary
celebrity, Mark Twain enjoyed the type of notoriety previously unheard of in his time-a notoriety that the mocking,
misanthropic Samuel Clemens certainly would not have
enjoyed of his own accord. Just as Clemens created the unforgettable characters of Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer, the
creation of Twain represents perhaps the most enduring literary character in the history of American fiction, one
who's fictionality is still lost on many to this day. To any
who are familiar with the man behind the Mark Twain
myth, it comes as no surprise that the very crafting of the
nom de plume has had an immeasurable impact on the misunderstood reception of The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn.
A brochure advertising a complete collection of
Mark Twain's books, published by Harper & Brothers in
1912, shortly after Clemens' death, tellingly entitled "Your
Mark Twain," opens with the following endearment: "Of
course, Mark Twain is a familiar and lovable personality to
you" (Harper & Brothers 2). The brochure goes on, in the
spirit of American advertising, to ask:
Let us suppose that your hopes for your library are
modest-that it will contain, say, only three standard sets. Which sets should you have? Shakespeare, of course; Dickens or Scott or Thackeray,
we presume. Then, as an American, with an American family, can you omit the greatest writer that this
continent has yet developed? (Harper & Brothers 4)
Similar to Hemingway's declaration, Twain's place as one
of the continent's greatest writers should by no means be
dismissed, however, it is fascinating to note the implication
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that he is among not only the greatest of writers, but the
most American of writers. Again, Twain and his stories do,
indeed, represent literature, and specifically American literature at its finest, but it is safe to assume that the complex
reasons for Twain's American-ness were entirely lost on
the publishers and readers of this pamphlet. In reality, The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn tells the most American of
stories, and should for that reason, indeed, be a part of
every American's library-but it does not tell the story that
Americans yearn to be told.
Samuel Clemens was a man who often asserted his
own cynical view of humanity, telling a reporter in a 1907
interview for New York Americafl, "I tell you, human nature hasn't changed in the past five thousand years. Mankind hasn't changed a whole lot, and the millennium of
universal peace isn't very much nearer than a year or so
ago" (Scharnhorst 583). On the contrary, Mark Twain was
the charismatic sweetheart of the literary world who wrote
the "crystal clean tale" of Huck Finn (Scharnhorst 126).

Adding infinitely to my claim that the very spirit of

Clemens' work was misconstrued through the character of
Mark Twain, the following page of "Your Mark Twain"
provides the perceptive reader with a contention so untrue,
it is laughable:
No one ever had to blush over any line that Mark
Twain wrote. In all the volumes that came from his
pen there is not an impure thought. You might disagree with some of his conclusions, you might disagree with some of his philosophy, but feel
ashamed-never. (Harper & Brothers 5)
This assertion, from the publishers of his collected works,
further nurtures the great American Myth that has saturated
Clemens' fiction and which Twain himself has perpetuated.
While Twain may not have written an impure thought,
Clemens most certainly did-ironically, unbeknownst to
Twain. In fact, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn should
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do nothing to make us feel proud to be Americans, or to be
human beings, for that matter. The story of Huck Finn's
journey down the Mississippi is not one of an adventurous
young boy seeking freedom and "light[ing] out for the terri-

tory" (Twain 388), nor is it the story of a patriotic fight
against the powers of racism, but is, truly, Clemens' misan-

thropic story of the failure of humanity to overcome its own
hypocrisy. And yet, this story that Clemens told was continually overshadowed by the vivacity and humor of its
o'The gaiety
of the nations,
author, the one who was told,
Mr. Twain, will be eclipsed when your humor ceases"
(Scharnhorst 132). The fact is, Clemens' writing should
make us feel ashamed, but the ruse that is Twain's humorous story confuses that message.
!l.ll.t

That a great work of fiction can best be understood
through the careful study of its symbols, motifs, and language is an inarguable contention within the literary world.
That these elements within a story-world, when prodded
and poked enough, will always give way to another level of
narrative insight, however, is up for debate. In the case of
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, as a perfect example
of this challenge, the seemingly obvious symbols and motifs serve only to further elude the reader as to the precautioned, dangerous moral of the story. Clemens appears
to be begging for a misreading of his tale, confusing triedand-true literary symbols and implementing motifs that extend far beyond the pages of his masterpiece, to only further his readers' naive misinterpretations.
The first, and perhaps most problematic example of
this misconstrued symbolism in The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is Twain's often-confused depiction of the Mississippi River and Huck and Jim's raft. The use of the river
as a symbol in Huck Finn proves especially challenging
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of the coflrmon, almost didactic notion of what a
river represents in American literature. According to the
deplorable, yet undeniably popular reading of Twain's

because

work by Spark Notes:
For Huck and Jim, the Mississippi River is the ultimate symbol of freedom. Alone on their raft, they
do not have to answer to anyone. The river carries
them toward freedom: for Jim, toward the free
states; for Huck, away from his abusive father and

the restrictive "sivilizing" of St.

Petersburg.

(Sparklrlotes.com)
This idea of the river and what it symbolizes in literature is
a familiar interpretation, which, upon a first reading, appears to correspond with Twain's imagery of the river.
However, as Neil Schmitz so aptly notes in his article
"Huckspeech," though the river and the raft symbolize, for
Huck, these very romantic ideas of freedom, "what the raft
symbolizes for Huck is not the meaning of the raft in Huckleberry Finn" (Schmitz 57). The riverlraft in The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, finally, does not represent freedom from the bondage of civilization. On the contrary,
Twain invokes this idea of the idyllic retreat of the river
through Huck's consciousness, yet writes against it. While
there are many passages that seem to describe the river and
the raft in this commonly-understood light ("You feel
mighty free and easy and comfortable on a raft" [Twain
155]), it is the passages that warn of the river's dangers,
and of its similarities to civilization that contradict this familiar reading. Notably, the incident in Chapter 12 when
Huck and Jim come upon the shipwrecked steamboat and
the two apparently murderous robbers it houses, represents
the comrption of the river by civilization, and seems entirely divergent to the idealistic image of the river that
many have suggested. In this same way, the invasion of the
raft by the duke and the dauphin represents the inability to
escape civilization and the failed symbol of the river.
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Similarly, the importance of the river being the
Mississippi River, as opposed to an unnamed or fictional
river, speaks not only to the essential realist nature of the
novel, but also to the American idea of the unconquered
frontier, with the Mississippi River as the physical and psychological gateway to the mythical West. This theme is
best exemplified with Huck's hopeful searching for the
"big clear river" that will indicate the emptying of the
muddy Ohio River into the grand Mississippi (Twain 114).
Along with this deliberate challenge to the triedand-true symbol of the river/raft, Clemens hints at his genuine, clandestine goal in The Adventures of Huck Finn, by
implementing illusion as a motif woven throughout the
story. According to Michael J. Hoffman, in his article
"Huck's Ironic Circle," "the most important task of realism
was to destroy illusion" (Hoffman 3l). While it was, indeed, indisputably the aim of realism to counter the idealized illusions of romanticism, it is, interestinglY, only
through the implementation of illusion as a dominant motif
in his work that Clemens could awaken his readers to the
hypocrisy of their own delusions. Perhaps he was too successful in his deception, because this crucial theme is still
largely ignored in popular readings of The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn. Nonetheless, the seemingly incessant
instances of illusion, from Huck's humorous, frequent impersonations of other characters, to the ironic deception on
the part of the duke and the dauphin and their over-the-top
farcical play "The Royal Nonesuch," sltould stggest the
illusory nature of the novel, but instead, continue to be regarded as simply demonstrating Twain's lovable sense of
humor. As Hoffman re-asserts, "It lThe Adventures of
Huckleberry FinnJ is not a novel about a boy's moral
awakening, not a polemic against slavery, not a book about
good instincts being stronger than an evil society"
(Hoffman 31). Somehow, nonetheless, this is the lesson
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that we continue to extract from Twain's work, because we
are made to ignore the revelatory clues.
The dialectic of the uneducated, "tell-it-like-I-seesit" Huck Finn as narrator, and the humorous Mark Twain as
author, creates a novel with deceptively complex narrative
levels. Through this dialectic, the reader can laugh at the
jokes that Huck Finn tells, and more so at the jokes that
Huck misses, but she often overlooks the irony that seems
to be lost even on Twain. Similarly, while the illusion motif
functions on an obvious level, with the previously noted
examples, it also functions on a subtler level. "For Twain
and most of the Realists," Hoffrnan points out, "society is
defined by precisely its emphasis on style and role-playing"
(Hofftnan 34). This is ironic, then, because within the novel
we read Huck's consistent lying and impersonation as being incongruous with societal standards, when in reality,
these performances represent only the illusion of unorthodoxy.
Thus, it is through this multi-layered use of irony,
illusion, and misconstrued symbols that Twain has managed to hide his true message: we are all a bunch of hypocrites, and we don't even know it.
**:lc

Finally, perhaps the most misunderstood aspect of
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, the seemingly disjointed, anticlimactic conclusion further perpetuates the
gross misreading of Twain's masterpiece. Leo Mam, in one
of his many insightful approaches to the work, states, "the
ending of Hucklebrrry Finn makes so many readers uneasy
because they rightly sense that it jeopardizes the significance of the entire novel" (Marx 8). On this same topic,
Harold Bloom notes, "That something is seriously wrong
with the conclusion is palpable, but what is wrong may
only be that in this book no conclusion is possible anyway"
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(Bloom 6). On the other end of the spectrum, such unsurpassed critics as T.S. Eliot and Lionel Trilling have praised
the novel in its entirety, arguing that the ending is indisputably fitting and ought to be reminiscent of the beginning
(Manr 8). To these often studied, deeply demanding questions of Twain's conclusion, I say this: If the conclusion
presents a challenge, and I believe it most certainly does, it
is intentionally so. Finally, the conclusion of Huck Finn,
and by conclusion I refer to the last nearly one-fifth of the
novel, reminds the reader that this is not, in fact, a story of
success, freedom, or American ingenuity, but is, rather, the
self-defeated story of American hypocrisy and the failure of
humanity to see its own reality.
As Mam alleges in his attempt to situate Twain's
problematic conclusion, "The ending, one might contend, is
simply a burlesque upon Tom's taste for literary romance"
(Mam l0). And a burlesque it does seem to be; the exaggeration of the parody is certainly comical in its outrageousness and reads almost as a caricafure of any actual
events. After all, the effort on the part of the two young
boys to romanticize their rescue of Jim seems over-the-top
even to the casual reader. In chapter 36, with Huck explaining Tom's genius, wo see the absurdity of the boys' plan:
So he told Jim how we'd have to smuggle in the
rope-ladder pie and other large things by Nat, the
nigger that fed him, and he must be on the lookout,
and not be surprised, and not let Nat see him open
them; and we would put small things in uncle's
coat-pockets and he must steal them out; and we
would tie things to aunt's apron-strings or put them
in her apron-pocket, if we got a chance; and told
him what they would be and what they was for. And
told him how to keep a journal on the shirt with his
blood, and all that. (Twain 330)
The problem, however, escalates from here, when we see
that the boys' plan is not only ridiculous, it is too rrdrc;*
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lous, and too cruel to be humorous. Under Tom's influence,
Huck concedes to a plan that not only humiliates Jim, but
puts his friend in sincere danger. Huck's original fleeing of
Tom's influence, in the third chapter, symbolizes his denial
of the romantic notions Tom professes; yet, in these final
chapters, we see a refurn to the romanticized ideals, particularly in the final line of the book, when Huck decides
that he has "got to light out for the Territory ahead of the
rest" (Twain 388). It appears that all Huck appeared to have
"learned" about morality, friendship, and reality while he
was on the raft with Jim disappears with his return to 'ocivilization". The final, troubling announcement that Jim has,
indeed, been a free man the whole time, only further perpetuates this problem. If, in fact, Jim had no need to escape
his enslavement, and Papa Finn was already dead, what
was the meaning of the journey?
This is precisely the question that most readers find
so troubling in Twain's dissatisffing conclusion-the question that jeopardizes the entire story. The whole journey,
with all of its humor and adventure, carlt possibly be
meaningless, canit? Perhaps not meaningless, but defeated,
certainly. Not only do the characters, with the exception of
Jim, fail to overcome their own, individual moral crises, but
they also fail, as a society, to even acknowledge their
prejudice, their lack of progress, or their hypocrisy. It is,
thus, Huck's final words that ring true, not for their spirit of
freedom, but for their confession of defeat. As Manc notes,
"it means that the raft is to be abandoned" (Marx l9), and
Huck must set out for the territory, knowing that he will be
followed by the comrption he has failed to combat in New
Orleans.

***
Mark Twain's classic Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn has endured more than a century's criticism, and still
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maintained its status as one of the most venerable works of
American literature. Interestingly, it is the fantastic misreading of this beloved story and its adored author that have
outshone the accurate, if not more misanthropic, true reading. The crafting of Samuel Clemens' enigmatic alter-ego,
Mark Twain, along with the slew of false-symbols, ironic
motifs, and the final, widely-misunderstood conclusion
have all combined to create a story from which a moral is
difficult to decipher.
Perhaps it is for this very reason that The Adven'
tures of Huckleberry Finn has held so steadfastly its position of honor within the American canon. Perhaps it is the
allure of Twain's misunderstood hero, or the decidedly
sunnier moral that we have continually tried to distill, or
simply the realist spirit of the work that has captured our
imagination for all these years. Perhaps our misreading of
Twain's masterpiece says more about this "civilization" in
which we live than even Twain's words ever could; if this
cheerful spin on Huck Finn continues to outshine the sardonic, albeit more truthful, reading that I have suggested,
perhaps we can infer only that America truly is a nation of
optimists, or at least that optimism triumphs over pessimism-apparently even if that impedes honesty.
Regardless of the reason, one thing is certain: Huck
Finn is a text that has been largely misinterpreted. In 2l't
cenfury America, the question remains, what does this
celebrated misreading say about us, as Americans? Would
Twain's story have been as well-regarded if we had seen it
for what it truly is: a cynical, satirical portrait of America
and its people? Is the continual denial of this exigent moral
a testament to the very hypocrisy Twain condemned? The
truth is, the academic world may never know the answers
to any of these complex questions, and how future generations will interpret the text remains to be seen; but no matter the result, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn remains,
despite being misunderstood, a true American treasure.
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